WDON Radio, Ep.1 (2013)

This is sort of the second installment of the HHTH series, but showcases the larger range of my work in music and audio. 
"Green River" was part of the initial batch of requests which didn't even get started. 
"You've Got Another Thing Comin'" was requested by Chris C., who voiced the call-in, Tyler B. helps out on the guitar solo
  (Michelle C. is in the background. She'd rather her Quiet RIot, and I'll get to that eventually). 
None of the rest were requested, it's just WDON radio. 
You try to change the dial, but it just keeps coming back to WDON, at different points in time. 
Still Searching is a Roy Ayers track I heard on the radio, and liked it so much I grabbed my handheld (R.09) to record it in the room. 
  That's the second half of the track, how it sounds different. I sampled those breaks and layered them over the original, just as a Pro Tools ediitng practice. 
Discount Tire is a song I wrote at Discount Tire. This is the computer demo version, which we now perform it live with the band. 
Baby Come Back … Who doesn't love this song? This one goes out to John C. and Eric M.
  I thought the explosion was like, he can't get his baby back so he blows himself up. no one else is harmed. 
Slim Sewer Experts … I just like ads. One day maybe I'll work for an ad firm. "Green River" is the logical follow-up. 
I already mentioned Green River and You've Got Another Thing Coming. so this trifecta with BCB constitutes the HHTHV2 contribution. 
The commercial breaks were both projects from my recording classes at WMU in roughly '06. I'm available for voiceover work anytime. 
Slaughter on 10th Ave and Rumble were performed by the Guitar Up! surf band. I play drums. 
  I recorded it in my basement with old mic's run through new, high-end preamps, then rolled off the high end and ran it through an overdrive. 
  As close to I've come to a classic sound using digital tools. Guitar Up! can play your car show if I'm not already booked doing live sound. 
Mahjong was performed by a group led by Jon Ailabouni (Trumpet) at his senior recital. I multitracked it with my own rig. 
In the Mood / A Parsimonious Approach was sort of a collage thing I did with Tyler B., who's playing the guitar and put down the vocal
  One of the backing tracks is from a jam he and I had with Matt W. one night at Heather's b-day party.
  The other is from one of the vocal sessions, where T played the guitar and I did the sleigh bells. 
     Took a chunk of it and added samples of my kit in the Dalton Recital Hall
      Then added the vocal as heard in the flow, and lastly cut up that vocal for the intro. 
Thanks for listening. WDON Ep.2 is in progress. 

